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Motoring and Vehicle Crime CV
Overview

Richard is an experienced criminal practitioner with involvement in 
road traffic offences since 1994 (at Forbes and Partners Solicitors).

He is regularly instructed in vehicle-related cases, including frauds, car-
ringing and trading standards prosecutions. He has appeared in all 
courts at all levels for the full range of crimes in the motoring calendar. 
Whether the allegation is murder, death by dangerous or fraud in the 
Crown Court, or summary only road traffic matters in the Magistrates’ 
Court, Richard appreciates that each case is of the utmost importance 
to the client and deserves careful and professional attention.
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Clerks’ Details

       Nick Buckley  

       0161 817 2757

       Dave Haley 

 0161 817 7118 

 

       Andy Leech 

       0161 817 2770         

     

       Anthony Brown 

       0161 833 2722

Memberships

• Criminal Bar Association 

• ARDL

Education

• LLB Manchester University 

• Inn: Grays

Beyond the Bar

Richard plays the guitar and sings in 

the chamber’s band “Red Corner” - a 

charity band.
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Recommendations

Ranked Tier 1 for Professional Disciplinary Law
Ranked Tier 2 for Crime (General and Fraud)
The Legal 500 2023 

“He has a wonderful calming manner with clients.” 
Chambers and Partners 2023 

“An exceptionally bright QC.” 

“He is a brilliant advocate with an excellent manner with clients.”
Chambers and Partners 2022

“Richard Littler QC is another stand-out name and displays expertise in cases involving 
terrorism, organised crime and fraud.”
The Legal 500 2022

“A leading advocate in the criminal and regulatory arena.”

“His broad practice includes cases of serious violence and terrorism.”
The Legal 500 2021

“His broad practice includes cases of serious violence and terrorism.” 
The Legal 500 2020

“ His preparation, attention to detail and advocacy is first rate.”
Alan Greenidge, Slater & Gordon 

“ We regularly instruct Richard to deal with out complex and document intensive cases.
He is what we want from a Barrister. Richard is approachable, decisive and hard-working 
who makes clear-cut decisions based on instinct, experience and knowledge with a calm and 
influential manner in Court.”  
Senior Partner, leading national law firm 

“Richard is a natural advocate.” 
Stephen Meadowcroft QC


